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4 The Graduate School Comes of Age

From a modest beginning in 1889, Eastern's Graduate
School has grown, expanded and matured. Today's
graduate students can study in a vast array of
academic disciplines, and the program is getting bigger
and better all the time.
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6 A New Look for EMU Theater

This story looks at the details of Quirk Theatre's pro
posed facelift and describes how four Eastern alumni
have put their theatrical education to work in the com
munication and entertainment worlds. We offer you a
brief glimpse into the lives of a professional actor, a
high school drama tea:her, a television personality and
a theater manager.
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On the Cover

The Graduate School is rising to new heights, and Graphic5 Super
visor Larry Scheffler gives us that uplifting feeling in the cover
illustration. The mustachioed gentleman represents wisdom being
lifted by new knowledge and steady progress. Eastern's Graduate
School blends rapid growth with age-old wisdom; you can read
more about it on page four.
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It is a pleasure to be able to address you
for the first time from the pages of our new
publication for alumni and friends, Eastern
Today.

I believe this new publication is symbolic
of the progress Eastern Michigan Univer
sity has made and will continue to make in
future years. This progress has been made
despite a shortfall of financial resources,
and it signifies to me the determination of
faculty and staff to succeed regardless of
circumstances, to find a way to move for
ward, to be the best and to be recognized
for that effort. This determination is not
unlike that of many of our students to suc
ceed despite unfavorable economic
circumstances.
I am very pleased to report that we are
satisfied today that we have rebuilt at
Eastern Michigan University the three ma-
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jor components of the higher education
experience-the academic component, the
aesthetics component and the athletic com
ponent. In the academic arena, we have
earned full major accreditations from the
North Central Association, the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
and the National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education. We have established
our College of Technology, which is grow
ing beyond our expectations and one
day may well be our largest college. We
have focused our attention in six collegiate
areas-arts and humanities, business,
education, health and human services, the
sciences and technology-in order to assure
our uniqueness and distinction from other
institutions. And we have worked diligently
to upgrade and improve the quality of the
services we provide to students.

The heart of our aesthetics component
is the completion last year of the Olds Stu
dent Recreation Center. That building is
designed to give people an opportunity to
mentally, physically and emotionally ex
press themselves in aesthetic ways, in ad
dition to such programs as forensics, the
Madrigal Singers, etc. And I think any one
of you who has visited campus recently
would have taken note of the progress our
campus beautification initiative has made.
Athletics is the third area in which we
want to excel. We have one of the finest
athletic complexes in the midwest, across
the board for women and men. Many of
our teams are champions in their field.
In summary, we have put in place the
revitalization of those three areas which are
the backbone of any university: academics,
aesthetics and athletics.
The enrollment statistics we are able to
report to you in this issue support our con
tention that we have been successful in this
planned revitalization. Enrollment this year
is beyond anything we might have imagined
a year ago. We have increased in every
category-freshmen, transfer students,
returning students and graduate students.
Our students are taking more credit hours
than at any time in the last ten years and,
by the end of the semester, we may be able
to report our third highest enrollment ever.
Let me conclude my initial message to
you by saying a few words about the several
groups and commissions that are studying
the role of higher education in Michigan.
Many of you are no doubt aware of the
public call for consolidation and coopera
tion in higher education. Personally, I sup
port these initiatives, because I think
Eastern Michigan University has suc
cessfully defined its unique and distinct role
in the higher education system in this state.
We are pioneering this effort, an effort that
other institutions are going to have to make
in the years ahead.
I look forward to seeing many of you on
campus this year. We have a great variety
of opportunities to offer you and we
welcome you back at any time.
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John W. Porter
President

COAST TO COAST
Prime and Players
Dinner Theatre
The EMU Theatre is reviving its suc
cessful Prime and Players Dinner Theatre
at the Hoyt Conference Center for a holi
day celebration. Musical theater and an
outstanding dinner are on the bill for Dec.
2, 3.,, and 4, when the Department of Com
munication and Theatre Arts presents the
music of Irving Berlin in a special event for
EMU alumni.
Berlin's music from such hit shows as
''Arinie Get Your Gun,'' ''Mr. President''
and "Call Me Madam" has been arranged
by EMU alumni Charles Burr and Bruce
Scudder. Burr is serving as musical direc
tor at The True Grist Dinner Theatre, and
Scudder has been the music director for
The Red Barn Theatre for the past two
years. Directing the show will be Dan
Yurgaitis from Detroit's Attic Theatre.
Yurgaitis recently has returned from
Chicago where his acclaimed production of

the "March of the Falsettos" has been ex
tended to run through the fall season.
Yurgaitis also is joining the faculty at
Eastern for the fall term.
Irving Berlin is one of the giants of the
American musical theater. His many hits
featured in the show will be "There's No
Business Like Show Business," "Doing
What Comes Naturally" and "It's a Lovely
Day Today."
The menu for the Prime and Players will
include quiche Lorraine, salad, prime rib
of beef, rock Cornish game hen, Mace
doine of vegetables, and parfaits.
The entire evening of entertainment is
being offered exclusively to EMU alumni
as part of the Quirk Theatre Development
Campaign. The campaign is in its final
phase with over $700,000 received to date

... ........................................................................ .......
·

4th Annual Accounting
Alumni Gathering
Accounting alumni are holding their an
nual get-together on Tuesday, Nov. 22,
1983, from 6 p.m. to midnight at the Bon
nie Brook Golf Club, 1990 Schiawassee,
Southfield (southeast corner of Eight Mile
and Telegraph). The evening will include
an open bar and dinner and the cost is$25
per person. For further information, call
Russ Desch, '81, or John Fovenesi, '73, at
(313) 446-1500.

·

Prime and Players Dinner Theatre Reservation Form

Please reserve ____ tickets at $15.50 each to the Prime and Players Dinner
Theatre on December 2, 3, and 4 (circle date desired). Entree choice (indicate
number of rib or game hen dinners desired):

Yuletide Feast at
Greenfield Village
This holiday season, the Alumni Office
would like to begin a new and special tradi
tion by sharing with you a Yuletide Feast
and sleigh ride on Tuesday, Dec. 20 at
Greenfield Village.
The evening will begin at 6:30 p.m. with
a sleigh ride through the festively decorated
village. Next, you'II warm yourselves at the
Eagle Tavern (formerly the Clinton Inn)
and enjoy a candlelight dinner including
cheese and crackers, cole slaw, cranberry
sauce, apple muffins, beef with sausage
stuffing, mashed potatoes, carrots, hot
spiced cider and pumpkin pie. The cost of
this special evening will be $21.50 per per
son. For reservatiohs, please fill out the
form below or phone the Alumni Office at
487-0250.

in pledges and donations. With the success
of the :ampaign, Eastern Michigan will
have completed its first capital fund drive
resulting in renovation of the Quirk
building. The renovation will allov. for the
tripling of productivity of the theater and
an expanded professional theater program.
The evening will get under way at 6:30
p.m. wi:h an open cash bar. Orders for din
ner should be placed by 7:15 p.m. and the
show will begin at 8 p.m. Tickets for the
Prime and Players Dinner Theatre are
$15.50 3.nd may be reserved thro·Jgh the
Alumni Relations Office. Since seating is
limited, you should order early. Complete
the form below to guarantee your ::eserva
tion for an evening of musical entertain
ment and dinner, or call the Alumni Office
at (313 ) 487-0250.

___ Prime Rib

___ Rock Cornish Game Hen

Total Enclosed $,_____
Make checks payable to: Eastern Michigan University, Alumni Relations.
Please enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope for the return of your tickets.
Mail order to: Eastern Michigan University, Alumni Relations Office, McKenny
Union, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197.
Name_____ _ _
________

;
:•

____ Phone_

__

..........................................
..................................... :
1st Yuletide Feast Reservation Form
Address_

_ ________

_ _______

_ ___

Deadline Date for Reservations: Nov. 30, 1983

:•

Please return this form with your check for the total amount (payable to EMU
Yuletide Feast) to the Alumni Office, Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, MI
48197.

Name(s) __________ _ _
______ Phone ----Guest Name(s)_____ _ _ _
________ _ _ ____
Address _____

___________ _ _______

___ Reservations at $21.50 per person. TOTAL$,_____

..................................................................................
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In the late 1800s, Michigan State Nor
mal School was noted for producing quality
educators. Students received practical train
ing at Normal, then moved on to city
classrooms and country schoolhouses to
put their knowledge to use.
The Normal staff was content with giv
ing students four years of preparation; the
idea of these teachers coming back to
school for further education had always
been just that-an idea. But that idea
became a reality in 1889 when Normal of
fered its first two graduate degrees, the
Master of Pedagogics and the "Profes
sional Course for Graduates of Colleges."
The staff at Normal did not realize it at
the time, but these first courses were to be
the forerunners of EMU's Graduate
School, which now serves some 5,000
students with a variety of programs.
The current Graduate School is a much
bigger and better version of Normal's
original program. Since those early days,
the program at EMU has grown from a few
graduate classes for teachers to numerous
courses for professionals in all phases of
business, industry, science and the arts.
"An overwhelming majority of our
graduate students are working profes
sionally," said Dr. George McCloud, act
ing dean of the Graduate School. "We
have geared the Graduate School to serve
the needs of these professional people.

4

"We aim to provide master's degree pro
grams that enhance their knowledge of the
profession in which they work," added
McCloud, a 1967 EMU grad. "These
programs-which lead to master's
degrees-are designed to give students
specialized knowledge in a particular field,
making them even more valuable and open
ing new doors for career advancement."
Further education and research are now
the two primary concerns of the graduate
school, but it was the improving of
teachers' skills that got EMU's program off
the ground. Early graduate courses covered
topics like methods of teaching, the history
of education and psychology (psychology
as it relates to teaching, of course).
That focus, however, has expanded.
Time has seen the Graduate School grow
ing rapidly in many different directions.
Current graduate level courses cover the
complete spectrum of EMU's curriculum;
each college has fully accredited graduate
programs that have grown steadily.
The college that can boast of the widest
variety is the College of Arts and Sciences.
Nearly 30 areas of study are available to
graduate students in this college.
Economics, art, biology, history,
psychology, music, physics-the list goes
on and on. This college's Master of Fine
Arts in drama for the young has earned na
tionwide recognition. "We have people

coming from all over the country to par
ticipate in this program," McCloud said.
Another program developed in this col
lege is the new master's degree program in
behavioral services. This degree is designed
for professional mental health and com
munity placement workers, staff in
psychological clinics and business
psychologists. EMU's Psychology Depart
ment first offered this program in fall 1983,
and Dr. Peter Holmes, director of the proj
ect, calls it an applied, practical program.
"We realize that there are a lot of
students who majored in psychology and
have worked in mental health for several
years," Holmes said. "We are particular
ly interested in these students and think that
we can help them qualify for advancement
or be better prepared for their work plan."
Students can be trained for careers in
such areas as family systems, intervention
programs for weight control, smoking
clinics and drug abuse programs. Other
areas of study include treatment plans for
mentally ill patients and the supervision of
psychological services.
This college also offers a Master of
Public Administration, which McCloud
calls "a good example of a highly
professionally focused degree." The MPA
program prepares students for ad
ministrative jobs with cities, municipalities
and other public entities.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Another college that has made vast ad
vances in graduate education is the College
of Business. This college is accredited by
the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels. Only 15
percent of all United States institutions
share this distinction, making EMU's
business college fully capable of providing
quality education to graduate students.
Students can earn master's degrees in ac
counting, information systems, organiza
tional development and business
administration.
The College of Health and Human Ser
vices offers six graduate degree programs,
each one providing students with specific,
practical knowledge of a certain area.
Clothing, textiles and related arts; family
and child development; consumer affairs
and housing; interiors and equipment are
some of this college's offerings. In the
Department of Home Economics, graduate
enrollment is second only to that of
Michigan State University.
Eastern's newest and fastest-growing col
lege, the College of Technology, offers four
different areas of study with specific pro
grams within each area. The Departments
of Industrial Technology, Interdisciplinary
Technology, and Business and Industrial
Education each offer their own selection of
master's degree programs. The newest pro
gram is the Master of Liberal Studies in
technology, which provides students with
a high degree of technological literacy and
an understanding of the relationship be
tween technology and society, plus

managerial, administrative and consulting
skills.
There are currently more than 20
graduate degree programs in the College of
Education, ranging from early childhood
education to guidance and counseling.
Others include educational psychology,
K-12 curriculum, physical education and
special education.
While the enrichment of professionals
has been the key to EMU's Graduate
School, there has been increased emphasis
on research in recent years. And even
though economic hardships reduce the
availability of funds, research is as impor
tant as ever.
"Federal and state funding is going
down," said Dr. Antoinette Schiesler,
director of the Office for Research
Development. "Our job is to match facul
ty members who want to do research with
the funding for that research. The govern
ment and other institutions are very careful
with their money these days-they consider
the project carefully before supplying the
funds."
Even with this careful selection process,
McCloud points out that Schiesler's office
does very well when it comes to finding
resources for research projects. "We
receive one grant for every two applications
we put in," McCloud said. "That's a pretty
good batting average."
EMU faculty members are currently in
volved in several noteworthy research pro
jects. For example, Dr. Gordon Moss,
associate professor of sociology, is
researching Type A personalities.

People with Type A personalities are
achievement-oriented, self-centered,
persevering and aggressive. They are also
two and one-half times more likely to con
tract coronary heart disease, and twice as
likely to die from it.
Moss plans to identify social
characteristics that produce and encourage
Type A behavior. He hopes to provide
knowledge that would help parents and
teachers deal with and discourage the
negative aspects of this type of behavior in
youngsters. At the same time, Type A
adults could be helped in changing their
lifestyles-and possibly their life
expectancies.
Another project with far-reaching im
plications is being conducted by John
Moore, professor in EMU's chemistry
department. Moore is evaluating and
disseminating software in the field of
chemical education. The application of
computer technology to the education of
chemistry students is vital to that field of
study. In the past, Moore has developed
computer simulation packages to aid
kineticists in collecting data. This work
helped give chemists new insights into
chemical reactions that have effects on
society.
These are only two examples of research
projects at EMU. Each college has its own
ongoing programs, and these activities,
along with the wide array of graduate study
programs, make the EMU Graduate School
a place where professionals can find quality
education.
But this quality education is not limited
to Eastern's campus. A multi-million dollar
project, funded by the Agency for Inter
national Development, has Eastern
graduates and faculty working to develop
the education systems of Swaziland and the
Yemen Arab Republic. EMU is working on
the multi-year project in the areas of cur
ricular design, administrative structure and
teacher training. "The scope of this proj
ect reflects the extent to which the federal
government and others see EMU as a leader
in education," McCloud said.
"I've seen EMU change through four
university presidents," McCloud said. "It
has matured as an institution, and so has
the Graduate School."
Important to the maturing process has
been the constant evaluation of graduate
programs. "We look at each program and
judge it in terms of value, quality and effi
ciency," McCloud said. "Every year, dif
ferent programs are up for review. It's a
continuous process."
With this constant attention, EMU's
Graduate School is sure to continue grow
ing upward. But no matter how far it grows
in the future, one thing is certain: the
Graduate School has come a Jong way from
those first teacher courses offered before
the turn of the century.
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A
IlEUJ
LOOK
FOR
Emu THEATER

An actor paces nervously. rehearsing his lines out loud. Makeup people dab at another actor while an actress makes
emergency repairs to her costume. These are pre-performance rituals practiced in every theater, and the proposed
renovations to Quirk Theatre will give EMU theater students more room to pace. dab, stitch-and learn .

Eastern's theater program's history can
be compared to the growth of a small child.
Children grow up fast, and in the process
they often outgrow everything they own
before new clothes can be bought.
The theater program at EMU has grown
up quickly, too. Unfortunately, the
facilities in Quirk Theatre have not kept
pace with that rapid growth. As a result,
Quirk is "bursting at the seams," accord
ing to Dennis Beagen, director of the
Department of Communication and
Theatre Arts.
''Since Quirk was built in 1959, we have
grown from 56 majors to 515," Beagen
said, "but the building is basically the same
as it was the day it was built. ''
In spite of the cramped facilities, Eastern
has developed nationally recognized pro
grams in theater arts, drama for the young,
oral interpretation, communication, voice
science, telecommunications and film,
forensics and arts management. And future
development of programs seems imminent.
With these thoughts in mind, members
of the Department of Communication and
Theatre Arts sat down to draw up plans for
renovations to Quirk, as well as a strategic
plan to raise the money for the makeover.
The Quirk Theatre Renovation Campaign
is now well under way, and Beagen, who
is an EMU graduate, has never been more
certain of the importance of the renova
tions. The revamping of Quirk will include
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a new theater addition, the construction of
scene and costume shops, and a remodeled
lobby which will make the theater more ac
cessible to handicapped people.
In the theater addition phase of the proj
ect, the existing outdoor theater on the
building's south side will be enclosed,
resulting in a 200-seat performing space.
"This theater will be suitable for small

An actor intently adds 40 years to his face
with stage makeup.

theatrical productions, such as
mime/pantomime productions, staged
readings and recitals," Beagen explained.
"Of course, with two theaters, more
students will be able to perform. And the
current trend is toward smaller theaters, as
opposed to the huge concert halls that were
popular in the past. A theater of this size
will prepare the students to perform in
small off-Broadway theaters, which is
where many of our students get their start
after graduating." Beagen added that the
existing main theater will be used for larger
stage and musical productions.
In addition to the new theater, plans
have been made for the construction of
scene and costume shops. Currently, most
sets for productions are built on the stage,
interfering with rehearsal time. With the
8,200 square foot addition, the stage can
be kept clear for rehearsals and work can
be done on more than one project at a time.
"This will reduce production costs and
make things flow a little smoother, ''
Beagen said. "We will be able to move in
more technical and up-to-date equipment,
and the students will get more hands-on
training in set design, set building and
costume construction."
' 'The new costume and scene shops will
prove invaluable," said Peter Saputo, an
EMU theater grad who lives in New York
City and works as a professional actor.
"Whether you are acting or directing, you

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

The present entrance to Quirk Theatre is from the campus. After the propo;;r!d renovations, the theater will be more accessible to parking areas.

need to know what goes on 'behind the
scenes. By getting your hands dirty and
working on scenery and costumes, you
learn to appreciate them. "
Making over the theater lobby is the
third phase of the renovation and will in
volve two modifications. First, the entrance
to the lobby will be moved from the south
side of the building to the north. "This will
give the entrance more visibility and put it
closer to available parking," Beagen said.
"It also will put the entrance in a better
position in relation to the existing traffic
flow."
The second part of the lobby renovation
involves handicapped patrons of the
theater. "We want to make the theater
more accessible to physically exceptional
people," he said. "If we relocate the en
trance, handicapped individuals will find
it easier to get in; however, we still need
a ramp and alterations to the rest rooms. "
Besides providing better accessibility for
patrons and higher quality education for
students, Beagen feels the renovations will
serve another purpose. "It will give Quirk
a new, more contemporary look. Our pro
gram is expanding . . . our building should
reflect that."

On top of that, Beager. feels that the new
facilities will improve tl:.c chances of EMU
grads finding employmfnt. "The increased
facilities will open the door for careers in
performance, arts m.a:1agement, talent
agencies . . . this will frve our kids more
versatility. "
The $ I . I million carr.paign to renovate
Quirk was kicked off "J"f an anonymous
donor who pledged to g ve one dollar for
every two dollars raised by the University,
up to $150,000. The cam:_:,aign has received

two major boosts since it was initiated, one
coming from the Kresge Foundation in the
form of a $250,000 challenge gift. The
other came courtesy of Carol Channing,
the Broadway entertainer who won inter
national fame in "Hello, Dolly." Channing
helped to get the campaign rolling by mak
ing an appearance on campus in April
1983. During her visit, she was appointed
honorary professor and received a token
first seat in the new theater. She also re
ceived symbolic keys to the new facility,
and her appearance helped raise more than
$24,000 for the project.
While these contributions have played
key roles in the campaign, Beagen said that
support from alumni and friends has been
steady from the very start.
The theater gives us all a chance to look
at ourselves and at our culture, and it keeps
us in touch with our changing society. The
people in Eastern's theater department feel
this is an important function, and judging
by the amount of support the campaign is
generating, many people in the private sec
tor agree. And as Eastern's Department of
Communication and Theatre Arts changes
and grows, Quirk Theatre will be able to
expand with it.

-

,
Two masked players from Quirk's 1979
production, "Pantomine No. 79. "
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Groucho would be gratified to learn he is a
model for today's serious drama students.
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Trading Footlights for Balance Sheets

Ber. Mordecai, '68

Ben Mocdecai .s the managing director
of the prestigiou� Yale Universit? Reper
tory Theater. E�n though his ,;:ib is to
assure the smooth physical oper:ition of
t:iis ;;,rafessionaJ company ("I handle

everything but the artistic side," said
Mordecai), he has a strong background in
the more creative aspects of theater.
After earning a master's degree in theater
from EMU in the late 1960s, Mordecai
went to Indiana University to work on a
doctorate, but he never finished the degree.
Instead, he joined with two friends and
started the Indiana Repertory Theater in
Indianapolis. The project grew into a $2
million per year operation with an annual
attendance of more than 200,000.
He stayed with the Indiana company un
til taking the position at Yale a year ago.
He is also co-chairman of Yale's Depart
ment of Theater Administration.
Mordecai describes the experience he
received at Eastern as a valuable asset to
his career. "I enjoyed my time at Eastern,"
he said. "I found it to be a very positive
experience, and it certainly enhanced my
sense of standards. "
Mordecai left Eastern with a strong urge
for directing, but ended up going into the
administrative aspects of theater. "I
directed five or six plays at Eastern, and

I acted in a couple, too," he said. "But
when we got the Indiana Repertory started,
someone had to do the books. I started do
ing it and found that I enjoyed it."
Mordecai still enjoys his work, and he
says he finds working at Yale both reward
ing and comfortable. "I really enjoy it here,
and I enjoy the work I'm doing," he said.
"We put on about 150 performances a
year, and we do a lot of new stuff. Several
new plays are tried out here."
One recent production was met with rave
reviews. " 'Master Harold and the Boys,'
a play by Athol Fugard, went straight to
Broadway and was nominated for a Tony
award," he said.
The Yale Repertory will probably con
tinue to produce potential Tony Award
winning shows. And you can bet that
Mordecai will be in his office in New
Haven, Conn., busily making sure that
everything runs along as expected.

Surviving in Detroit

Jim Ochs, '73

8

Television viewers in the metro Detroit
area have been tuning into the "Survivor"
series to get how-to tips on a variety of ac
tivities and around-the-house repair jobs,
from SCUBA diving to septic tanks.
Jim Ochs, a 1973 Eastern grad, is a per
sonality on the show, which is part of
Channel 7's "Good Afternoon Detroit."
"The 'Survivor' series shows people how
to do things they don't know how-or are
afraid-to do," Ochs said. "We've had
segments on first aid, CPR, how to get a
good suntan-or what to do if you get sun
burned, furnace repair, SCUBA diving and
septic tanks."
With such a wide variety of topics to
cover, Ochs sees a lot of Detroit. "We go
out to shoot about two or three times a
week," he said. And since he travels to new
locations in and around Detroit for each
segment, Ochs finds himself enjoying the
independence inherent in this type of TV
journalism. "I really like the freedom of
this job-I get to do a lot of different
things, and I meet new people all the time."
Ochs is indeed enjoying his freedom
and his job, but he arrived at his current

position in a rather roundabout way. He
studied broadcasting at EMU, but has
worked as a merchant seaman, delivery
truck driver, septic tank cleaner and carpet
layer. He did, however, work in radio
before making the move to television. And
he remembers well the advantages of an
education at EMU.
"In my radio studies at Eastern, I found
that we had to do everything," he said. "At
some bigger schools, they have people
specializing in this or that. But at Eastern,
I got my hands into all the different aspects
of broadcasting."
Actually, Ochs is still doing that with the
"Survivor" series. He does a little of this
and a bit of that, enjoying it along the
way-and helping people at the same time.
After all, when is the last time somebody
came into your living room to show you
how to SCUBA dive?
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Finding Work
in the Big Apple

Peter Saputo, BS '61

The entertainment industry has always
been highly competitive. Actors and ac
tresses may tromp in and out of countless
agency offices, read scores of scripts and
endure dozens of auditions and screen tests
before finding work. And when they do get
a job, it may only be a bit part or a spot
as a fill-in.

Peter Saputo is a professional actor who
has done his share of tromping, reading
and enduring. But for Saputo, a 1961
Eastern grad, the legwork has paid off. He
lives in New York City and has been find
ing work on a steady basis, something that
many aspiring actors have yet to
experience.
"This has been a good year for me,"
Saputo said. "I 've been very busy. I just
got off the phone setting up a commercial
audition, and I 'm waiting on calls about
two musicals I auditioned for . " Earlier in
the year, Saputo performed in a show for
Ford Motor Co. "We did two shows intro
ducing Ford's new models to dealers, one
in Atlanta and another in L.A. " Before
that, he was in "Promises, Promises," an
off-Broadway revival penned by Burt
Bacharach, Hal David and Neil Simon. He
also appeared in the Birmingham (Mich.)
Theatre's production of "Nuts" in January
1983.
Saputo's career has its roots in Eastern's
theater department. He played Rev. Samuel
Paris in Arthur Miller's "The Crucible" in
1959, the first performance given on Quirk
Theatre's stage.
"I remember that play well," Saputo
said. "But what I remember most is how
nervous I was." Saputo's character was oc
cupied with casting demons out of young

girls in the controversial play about the
Salem witch trials.
"I was dressed in a Pilgrim outfit with
black trousers, " he said. "I gripped the
front of my legs so hard my hands turned
white. My professor vividly remembers the
'white spiders' crawling on my black pants
during the play ! "
Saputo's nerves have since calmed down,
but he still possesses the drive and deter
mination usually found in a beginning ac
tor trying for his first part. "You have to
have discipline, and you can never give up.
No matter what happens, you can't give
up," he said.
With discipline comes patience, a virtue
that Saputo has used to benefit his career
as a performer. "I remember two instruc
tors at Eastern-George Bird and Bill
Work, " he said. "They both were very
good teachers and directors. They were up
front and honest with me . . . they told me
I was strictly a character actor, and that I
would not work steadily until I was in my
thirties. "
Saputo took this advice to heart and bid
ed his time. He taught theater for 13 years,
then moved to New York. His patience
paid off, and he has been doing very well
ever since as an actor.
With a long list of credits behind him and
several prospective jobs ahead, it looks like
Saputo will be keeping busy in the future.

Hard Work, Late Nights and Lady Luck

Gloria Logan, MA '78

You would have to look hard-very
hard-to find a high school acting troupe
as good as the one at the Plymouth.Canton
Community Schools in Plymouth, Mich.
And the person behind this group of young
actors is one of a kind, too.
Eastern grad Gloria Logan became a
drama instructor with the Plymouth
Canton schools in the early 1 970s when she
was 20 years old. Since then, her thespians

have won numerous awards at drama com
petitions and she has sent more than 40 of
her students into professional theater. But
the biggest thrill came this past summer
when the Plymouth Park Players-her
group of high school performers-were in
vited to the Sixth Spectrum International
Theater Festival in Villach, Austria.
Logan said that the invitation was based
on 1 3 years of ongoing observation on the
part of the Spectrum judges, and she called
the invitation a "tribute to those past
students as well as the current students. "
The invitation was extended after a judge
watched the Players perform at the Thes
pian Honorary Society's national con
ference in Muncie, Ind. Logan's troupe was
the first American high school group ever
invited to the festival , which consists of
about 75 percent professional theater com
panies and attracts thousands of students,
observers and performers from around the
world. At the festival, the Players per
formed "Feiffer's People," a collection of
scenes that poke fun at human weaknesses.
Logan's involvement with theater ex
tends far beyond the realm of the Plymouth
Park Players. She has had experience as a
choreographer, designer, director and per
former for summer stock, civic theater and
dance companies. She has expanded

Plymouth's regular class offerings of act
ing, stagecraft and pantomime to include
courses in choreography, dramatic
literature and history of the theater, among
others. In addition, students can gain ex
perience in drama, comedy, farce, musicals
and creative mime shows.
Her energy and dedication make her the
kind of teacher that many high schools
would love to have, but cannot seem to
find. "The most exciting and satisfying
times for me are when the phone rings at
midnight and a former student says, 'l just
got a job,' '' she once told a Detroit Free
Press reporter. And she thinks nothing of
staying up late to discuss a problem with
a student.
Her impressive dedication certainly has
rubbed off on her students. These high
schoolers raised nearly $25,000 to make the
Austria trip by doing dinner shows, selling
donuts, holding a giant yard sale and sell
ing raffle tickets. "They worked their
keisters off, " said Logan.
Despite the size and breadth of her
troupe's efforts this past summer, Logan
accounts for their success as a combination
of hard work and luck. But even though
Lady Luck may have played a role in the
Plymouth Park Players' success story,
Logan is living proof that good old
fashioned hard work does indeed pay off.
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Mike Jones leaned back in his chair,
propping his feet on an open desk drawer.
At ease in his spacious office overlooking
EMU's Olympic-size swimming pool, he
spoke with an air of relaxed confidence.
"The way I see it," said Jones, "if you
treat people equally and like human
beings-and you are competent at what
you do-success will be a natural result."
Success has been more than natural for
Jones-it has been a way of life. He has
coached men's swimming at Eastern since
1967, and his teams have won five MAC
titles since 1978, the last four coming in a
row.
"We haven't had a bad championship
meet in JO years," Jones recalled with a
thoughtful look. "The kids know they are
going to swim fast. If you know you are
going to do well, and you have faith in
yourself, you'II be successful."
Although these may sound like the words
of an over-confident coach, there is nothing
pompous about Jones' approach to swim
ming. He is simply a man who does his job
well-and derives great pleasure from it.
Like most college coaches, Jones got his
start at the high school level. After
graduating from EMU in 1955, he started
teaching at Hazel Park High School in
Michigan.
"My closest friend and fraternity
brother, Dick Moseley, also was teaching
at Hazel Park," Jones said. "I was as
signed freshman basketball and Dick was

T h e A rt o f Winning

Coach Mike Jones

given the swimming job. I didn't know
much about basketball, and Dick had been
an all-city basketball player. So we decid
ed to trade."
The swimming program Jones took over
was far from ideal. "They had a terrible
program-it was in a shambles," Jones
said. "And I had no swimming experience.
It became a challenge for me-it certainly
wasn't love at first sight. "
Jones' love for the sport did, however,
grow. He stayed with the Hazel Park pro-

gram for 12 years before taking a job as
graduate assistant to Bill Lewis, EMU's
first men's swimming coach. By this time
he was certain that he wanted to make a
career out of coaching.
"I've earned two master's degrees from
Eastern," he said. "I have one in physical
education and another in secondary ad
ministration. After getting the administra
tion degree, I realized that I didn't want to
be an administrator. I wanted to coach. "
He became head coach at EMU in 1967
and promptly lead Eastern's tankers to a
NAIA national championship. After win
ning the next three NAIA national crowns,
EMU switched to NCAA Division II com
petition. Jones' squad took that national
crown, too.
The NAIA and NCAA Division II,
however, were for relatively small colleges.
When Eastern 's growth called for the move
to the NCAA Division I in 1973, Jones
found his Hurons facing much stiffer com
petition. EMU also joined the MAC that
year.
"Our focus was no longer on the na
tional picture,'' Jones said. ''We began to
concentrate on winning at the conference
level."
After five years of rebuilding, EMU won
the MAC championship in 1978. The
Hurons Jost in 1979 but recovered and won
four straight.
But winning at the conference level does
not mean ignoring national competition.

Jay Jones, last year's captain, bullerflies to the finish line.
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"We try to maintain a national class men
tality, " he explained. "We set our goals
high and try to qualify swimmers for the
national meet. We don't always reach those
goals, but in the process we do very well
in the MAC."
"Doing very well" is an understatement.
The 1983 team scored � MAC record of 504
points at last year's meet. Rµnner- u p
Miami could only muster 275. And Jones
was, not surprisingly, named MAC Coach
of the Year.
Winning is enough to keep any coach in
volved with a sport, but there is something

more to Jones' continued attraction to
swimming.
"The contact with the kids keeps me go
ing," he said. "I can't think of any other
profession where a 49-year-old man can
associate with quality young men like I am
able to do. It sure keeps me young at
heart. "
It is good that Jones feels young at heart;
the pressures of competition wear on most
coaches of college teams. And that pressure
intensifies when you are a winner and
everyone else is shooting for you.
But the pressures brought on by
competition-and winning---do not seem
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In the world of sports, getting off to a
slow start usually means less than desirable
results. EMU's women's basketball team
learned that last year, · and Coach Kathy
Hart is determined to get her squad out of
the starting blocks-and into the race
much quicker this season. "Last year's
team had trouble the first half of the
season, " she said. "We killed teams the
second half, but by then it was too late.
You have to win during both halves to be
successful. " The Lady Hurons ended up
13-14, 9-9 in the MAC. And this year's
team will be very young, adding to Hart's
challenge. But the young squad will have
one distinctive feature working in its ad
vantage. "This is the tallest team we've ever
had," Hart said. "All but one of my
recruits are 5 ' 1 1 ". We've got one girl who
is 6'2 " . " Most of this year's recruits are
freshmen, and there are several walk-ons
who tried out for the team. But Hart is
looking to returners Jane Shaffer and
Karen LeVert to provide leadership. Shaf
fer was the team's second highest scorer last
year with a 13.5 points-per- game average.
She also grabbed seven rebounds per game.
LeVert is a senior who brings valuable
game experience to the team. And while
Hart is gearing up for this season, she tends
to look ahead, too. "It's like starting over
with a brand new group of people , " she
said. "By the end of four years, this group
will have worked hard together-and im
proved. " She plans to get this year's squad
into shape much quicker-in an effort to
ensure a fast start. "During the second
half, last year's �roup settled into its own

to tell on Jones. "I don't really feel the
pressure," he said. "At the end of the year,
I look at myself in the mirror and I feel
clean. I know I've paid my dues- I 've done
everything possible to make sure the kids
have paid their dues, too. I think you are
only responsible for what you do-not for
what anyone else does. As long as I've done
everything I possibly can, I feel fine."
With his record, Jones has every right to
feel fine. And all indications suggest that
his success will continue with future Huron
squads. And as swim teams come and go,
Jones will be in his office at poolside, calm
ly doing what he does best: winning.

A lady Hu'r;n yanks 1he ball off the boards.

power structure, " she explained. "The
team molded together-and started win
ning." This year she hopes to stimulate that
molding process earlier in the season, assur
ing that the Hurons are in the race early
and not left behind in the starting gate.
Eastern's men's gymnastics team should
be stronger this year, according to veteran
coach Marvin Johnson. They finished third
at the Great Lakes League meet last year,
and earned a 5-2 record . Despite losing four
gymnasts to graduation, Johnson is expect
ing team scores to improve this season.
"We're going to miss Merle Pelham, Mark
Bixler and Steve Sydor, " he said, "but this

has been one of our stronger recruiting
years. " Pelham was EMU's number one
all-around performer last season, while
Bixler and Sydor scored team highs in the
vault and high bars, respectively. When
speaking of a strong recruiting year,
Johnson is referring mainly to Marcel
Humes and Matt Henderson. "Marcel is
the best all-around athlete we've ever
recruited," he said. "He was among the
top 50 all-around high school gymnasts in
the country.'' Johnson calls Henderson the
"second best" all-arounder EMU has ever
recruited. The Hurons' strongest events last
year were the vault and floor exercise
two events in which Pelham and Bixler
scored heavily. But Johnson feels that his
two top recruits should help strengthen
those areas. The side horse, however, was
Eastern's weakest event. Once again,
Humes and Henderson should pick up the
slack in that department. Important
returners include Mark Chadwick, Jon
Coutts and Mike Sherman. Sherman and
Chadwick are all-arounders while Coutts
specializes in the side horse. Johnson points
to Kent State as the team to beat during this
season, and he is hoping that the steady im
provement witnessed during the past few
years will continue, putting the Hurons in
the thick of it.
EMU 's women's gymnastics team fell
five points short of a MAC championship
last year, but second-year coach Steve
Wike is trying to avoid a repeat perfor
mance this season. EMU scored 166 points
at last year's MAC meet but placed third
behind Kent State (169) and champion
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Bowling Green (170). Despite losing by
such a small margin, Wike considered his
team's finish a pleasant surprise. ''We suffered some unfortunate injuries last year,"
he said. "I thought we would finish about
fifth. But the ladies had a great day and
we ended up third." Eastern had a 7-6
overall record; 3-2 in the MAC. And even
though three key athletes from last year's
squad are not returning, Wike is optimistic
about the upcoming season. Sonya
McGhee, an All-MAC selection last year,
was lost to graduation while Linda Gior
dano, another all-conference pick, is not
returning to school. Mary Spencer, another
top performer from last year's team, will
not be back either. But five returners
among them Tammy Olkowski and Audrey
Novak-will be back in Huron uniforms
this winter. Olkowski was EMU's top
freshman last year. Novak will be a junior,
and Wike reports that she has been doing
a lot of hard work over the summer. "She
should be much improved," he said. While
Olkowski and Novak should anchor this
year's team, Wike is expecting some new
faces to help fill in any remaining holes.
Sharon McNie, a four-time state finals
qualifier, should fill McGhee's shoes, ac
cording to Wike. "She is my pre-season
pick to win the all-around award this year
at the MAC meet." Wike is also high on
LeAnn Alback, another state qualifier who
is strong on the bars and in floor exercise.
And Monique Laursen should provide
EMU with more power on the balance
beam. "Our strongest events should be the
floor exercise, vaulting and the bars,"
Wike said. Kent State and Bowling Green
again will provide EMU with opposition
this season, he predicted. "If we stay
healthy and the training goes like it did last
year, we will do very well."
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Nov.
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Jan.
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Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Men's Gymnastic Schedule
1983-84
18
19
26
11
6-7
15
27
4
10
17
25
2-3

GREEN vs. WHITE
7:30 p.m.
HURON INVITATIONAL
9:00 a.m.
York Invitational
Away
Away
Wolverine Invitational
"Big 10" Invitational
MICH IGAN STATE
2:00 p.m.
Slippery Rock
Away
Miami Cup
Away
Away
Ohio State and Kent State
UNIV. OF PITTSBURGH
7:30 p.m.
Away
Indiana State & Western
Great Lakes
Away
Championship
Mar. 17 EASTERN COLLEGIATE
3:00 p.m.
INVITATIONAL
Mar.
EASTERN INVITATIONAL 1 1 :00 a.m.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Women's Gymnastic Schedule
1 983-84

Dec. 1 0 at Kent State University
Jan. 1 4 at Ball State University
Jan. 1 5 at Indiana University
with Northern Illinois and
Southeast Missouri State
Jan. 20 at University of Michigan
with Univ. of Wisconsin
Jan. 28 BOWLING GREEN and
CLARION STATE COLLEGE
Feb. 4 at Western Michigan
University Invitational
Feb. 1 1 WESTERN MICH . U N IV.
Feb. 1 8 CENTRAL MICH . UNIV.
Feb. 25 MICHIGAN STATE UNIV.
Mar. 3 UNIVERSITY OF MICH.
and UNIV. OF KENTUCKY
Mar. 10 MAC Championship at
Northern Illinois
Mar. 24 NCAA Regionals* at
University of Missouri
April 1 2· NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP*
13
• Must Qualify

1 :00 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Women ' s Basketball Schedule
1983-84

Nov. 26 OAKLAND
Nov. 30 MICHIGAN STATE
Dec. 2-3 at Heath Candy Classic
(E. Ill.} (EMU, Eastern
Ill., Xavier, Murray St.}
Dec. 7 DETROIT
Dec. 1 1 at Saginaw Valley
Dec. 12 at Wayne State
Dec. 1 7 at Illinois-Chicago
Dec. 30 at Pittsburgh
Jan. 4 MIAMI*
Jan. 7 TOLEDO*
Jan. 1 1 at Northern Illinois•
Jan. 14 KENT STATE*
Jan. 1 8 at Ball State·
Jan. 21 WESTERN MICHIGAN*
Jan. 25 at Ohio*
Jan. 28 CENTRAL MICHIGAN*
Feb. 1 at Bowling Green*
Feb. 4 at Toledo*
Feb. 8 NORTHERN ILLINOIS*
Feb. 1 1 at Kent State*
Feb. 1 5 BALL STATE*
Feb. 1 8 at Western Michigan*
Feb. 22 OHIO*
Feb. 25 at Central Michigan*
Feb. 29 BOWLING GREEN*
Mar. 3 at Miami*
Mar. 7 MAC Playoff#
Mar. 9 MAC Championship#
*Mid-American Conference
#Must Qualify

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Wrestling Schedule
1 983-84

5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:15 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

Nov. 1
Nov. 1 213
Nov. 1920
Nov. 26

GREEN & WHITE
at Michigan State
Invitational
at Ohio Open
(Day1on, Ohio}
at Wolverine Open
(Michigan}
Dec. 3 at Michigan Open (CM U}
Dec. 6 OAKLAND AND ADRIAN
Dec. 30- at Sunshine Open
31
(Orlando, Fla.)
Jan. 7 TOLEDO*
Jan. 14 at Kent State*
Jan. 21 at Youngstown State
Wright State (at YSU)
Jan. 28 CENTRAL MICHIGAN*
Feb. 4 at Grand Valley Open
(Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Feb. 1 1 at Ohio*
Feb. 18 at Miami*
Feb. 24- at MAC Championship
25 (at Oxford, Ohio}
Mar. 8- at NCAA Championship#
10
(at Princeton, N.J.}
* Mid-American Conference Meet
#Must Qualify

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
TBA
7:00 p.m.
TBA
TBA
1 :OO p.m.
10:00 a.m.
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
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Fall Enrollment up From 1982

Approximately 2,382 new freshmen, 1 ,662
transfer students,
I 0,489 returning
undergraduate students, 142 special students and
4,214 graduate students enrolled at EMU for the
fall 1983 term. The total number of students
enrolled as of Sept. 16, the official opening
enrollment date, was 18,889, an increase of 4.5
percent from the fall I 982 semester. University
officials had predicted as much as a two percent
decline in enrollment for 1983-84 and had
budgeted for 17,975 students.
Comparable figures for the I 982 fall semester
were 2,313 new freshmen, 1 ,486 transfer
students, 9,976 returning undergraduate
students, 84 special students and 4,153 graduate
students.
The largest percentage increase was in transfer
students-1 1.8 percent. In addition, there were
5 . 1 percent more returning undergraduate
students, 1.5 percent more graduate students and
three percent more new freshmen.
Enrollment by class levels totaled 3,657
freshmen, 3,450 sophomores, 3,230 juniors,
4,195 seniors and 4,214 graduate students.
"This year," noted President Porter, "the in
crease in graduate enrollment may be the most
important statistic for the University since it in
dicates a reversal of several years of declining
enrollments in that area. This is a significant im
provement for us.
"This enrollment report indicates to me- the
success we have had in communicating the
strength of our academic programs, the beauty
of our campus, the many opportunities for in
volvement at EMU and our concern that students
be financially able to attend college if they choose
to. We have a healthy institution both financially
and academically and, naturally, I am very
pleased."

Singer Barry Mani low
Endows Scholarship

Popular singer Barry Manilow has established
an endowed scholarship in his name in the EMU
Department of Music.
The Barry Manilow Endowment in Music will
be awarded annually to a student who shows
strength in performance, according to James B.
Hause, head of the Department of Music. It will
provide full tuition for one year to the recipient.
Nominations for the endowment will be sub
mitted by the chairman of the department.
Manilow himself, as well as an EMU faculty
committee, will participate in the selection pro·
cess. Although the endowment will be based
primarily on merit, the financial situation of the
nominees also will be taken into consideration.
The endowment is one of several such awards
to outstanding music departments made by the
singer/composer in locations where he performs
on a regular basis.

"�.

�

Halftime was an extravaganza featuring Lynn
Anderson, well known for her Grammy Award
winning hit "I Never Promised You a Rose
Garden. " Anderson's other hits include "Cry,"
"Top of the World," "Even Cowgirls Get the
Blues" and "Rocky Top" which was recently
declared the official state song of Tennessee.

Fall Term Scholarships Awarded

J

Season's First Football Victory
Highlights Community and
Labor Night

EMU kicked off its 1983- 84 football season
by defeating Marshall University's Thundering
Herd 7-3 on Saturday, Sept. 3. The Huron vic
tory culminated a day-long series of events
designated "Community and Labor Day," and
the game's halftim� show featured country
western singer Lynn Anderson.
The first event of the day was a three-kilometer
fun run at 2:30 which began at Rynearson
Stadium and wound through campus. An intra
squad baseball game and music by Paul Webb
and the Young Country Band both began at 3
p.m. and, at 5 p.m . . the soccer team played an
exhibition match. Chuck E. Cheese and friends
dropped by around 6 p.m. as a special treat for
the children.
Throughout the afternoon until kickoff time,
food tents served barbecued chicken and ribs,
bratwurst, soft drinks, pretzels, popcorn and ice
cream.
Pre-game activities included a salute to
organized labor at 7:15 p.m. in Rynearson
Stadium just prior to kickoff at 7:30. The EMU
Athletic Department presented plaques to five
area labor unions in recognition of their support
of the local community. Accepting on behalf of
the unions were Ron Murray, president of UAW
Local 735, General Motors Hydramatic Division,
Ypsilanti; Richard Debbs, president of UAW
Local 1776, General Motors Assembly Division,
Ypsilanti; Ray Overall, president of UAW Local
898, Ford Motor Co. Rawsonville Plant; Bob
Bowen, president of UAW Local 849, Ford
Motor Co. Ypsilanti Plant; and Richard Stalin
ski, president of UAW Local 157, amalgamated
tool and die workers headquartered in Romulus.

The University awarded Regents Scholarships
to 82 Michigan residents and 10 out-of-state
students during the 1983 fall term. The Regents
Scholarship is a $1 ,200 award for students with
at least a 3.75 high school grade point average
and test scores of at least 24 on the American
College Test or 1050 on the Scholastic Aptitude
Test. The scholarship is renewable for up to eight
semesters if the recipient maintains a 3. 5 grade
point average at EMU.
EMU's Recognition of Excellence Awards
were received by 844 Michigan students and 99
out-of-state students. The $1 ,000 scholarship is
awarded to students who had at least a 3.5 grade
point average in high school and demonstrated
leadership ability.
The EMU Women's Association awarded
three $350 Women's Association Scholarships
to senior women at EMU who have a grade point
average of at least 3.0, two faculty recommen·
dations, promise of distinction in their major
fields of study and financial need.
Nine Barton Scholarships also were awarded
to recent EMU graduates who earned at least a
3.0 undergraduate grade point average and
planned to attend graduate school either at EMU
or the University of Michigan. The Barton
Scholarship is a one-time, non-restrictive cash
award of $500.

Board of Regents Elects Secretary

Roy E. Wilbanks,
MA '68, assistant to the
president for govern
ment and community
relations since July,
was elected secretary to
the Board of Regents in
August.
The position has
been filled on a tern·
porary basis for the
past two years by John
..a
C. Fountain, vice president for university
relations.
Wilbanks holds a bachelor's degree from Col
orado State University in addition to bis master's
from EMU.
Prior to his appointment at EMU, he served
as principal of the Regional Career Technical
Center in Ypsilanti.
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1940

Calvin Scheffer, BS '48, is retired and living in
Westland, Mich., after 34 years of teaching, He
retired in June 1983 from the Clarenceville Public
Schools, where he worked the last 25 years of
his career.

1950

James E. Droudt, BS '53, is an executive for
Ideal Mower Sales, Inc., in Royal Oak, Mich.
Joyce D. Renfrow, BS '53, is teaching for the
Wayne-Westland Community Schools in
Westland, Mich.
James L. Schreiner, BS '53, is teaching in El Ca
jon, Calif.
Alfred G. He"man, BS '57, is a district manager
for IBM in Southfield, Mich. He lives in
Birmingham.

Tom Smith, BBA '67, is part owner of a chain
of stationery stores in the San Jose, Calif., area.
Smith and two friends have expanded the
McWhorter's chain from two to five stores since
buying the business four years ago, and future
expansion is planned. Before taking over this
operation, Smith worked in marketing for
Hallmark Cards.
Elaine R. Tate, BA '67, MA '76, is a teacher and
homemaker living in Ypsilanti. She teaches in
the Garden City schools.
Joseph L. Grabenstein,
BBA '68, is assistant
vice president of prod
uct management for
Comerica Bank of
Detroit. Grabenstein
lives in Troy.

Judith K. Mittlestat, BS '59, is living in Grosse
Ile, Mich. She teaches at the East River School
in Grosse lie.

1960

Kathy K. Wubbena, BS '61, is teaching and liv
ing in Escondido, Calif.
Quentin Merriman, BS '62, MA '68, was chosen
as one of 200 "master teachers" in the Los
Angeles Unified School District. The new pro
gram identifies outstanding teachers and rewards
them with merit pay. In return, master teachers
are assigned extra duties to help other teachers
sharpen their skills. A photo of Merriman, who
teaches fifth- graders in L.A. 's Menlo Avenue
School, appeared in the June 28, 1983 issue of
the New York Times. The photo accompanied
a story, which featured Merriman, about the
master teacher program.
Robert J. Evans, BS '64, is putting his degree
to good use in the Golden Gate area of Califor
nia. He is a CPA living and working in San
Francisco.
William P. Morris, BS '64, MA '68, is president
of the Michigan Association of School Ad
ministrators. He was named to the office in June
1983.
Bette S. Nelson, BS '64, is a self-employed oc
cupational therapist in LaVerne, Calif.
Thomas Schultz, BS '64 is vice president of
finance for Federal Construction Co. in St.
Petersburg, Fla. He lives in nearby Clearwater.
Gayle Sullivan, BS '65, lives in the Seattle,
Wash., suburb of Kirkland. Sullivan reports that
she is working as an artist.
Joseph M. Belluso, MS '66, teaches at the
Hoover Junior High School in Taylor, Mich.
Doris M. Smith, BS '66, MA '71, teaches in the
Riverview School System in Riverview, Mich.
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Michael Mason, MBA
'7I, is a regional direc
tor for Home Box Of
fice, Inc. (HBO). He
directs HBO's market
ing and sales activities in
its Southeast Region,
which includes Georgia,
South and North Caro
lina, Alabama, Tennes
see, M:ssissippi, Virginia and northern Florida.
He was formerly a regional manager in HBO's
Southern Region. Mason lives in Atlanta, Ga.,
with h.s wife Suzanne and their two children.
Dominic E. Pileri, BS '71, MA '77, is an assis
tant professor of military science at Vanderbilt
University in Nashville, Tenn. He received his
second Meritorious Service Medal in May 1983.
John C. Strauss, BS '71, is a captain in the U.S.
Army. He is stationed in New York state.

Richard E. King, BA '68, is superintendent of
schools in Amherst, Ohio, located just west of
Cleveland. King has held that position for five
years.
Norman Kerby, BA '68, BBA '71, is a general
sales manager for the Loctite Corporation In
dustrial Group in Newington, Conn. He joined
the firm 1 1 years ago and was the first Loctite
salesman to sell more than $ I million of their
product in one year. Prior to becoming general
sales manager, Kirby was district sales manager
for the area covering Wisconsin, Minnesota and
the Dakotas.
Connie Claflin, BS '69, is a teacher in Walnut
Elementary School in Greenville, Mich. She lives
in Stanton.
Thomas B. Dawson, BBA '69, lives in Pleasant
Dale, Neb., and is an attorney with Landis
Dawson of Lincoln.
Diana M. Dockham, BA '69, MA '71, teaches
in the Ypsilanti Public School System.
Pamela (Torrey) Poplawski, BS '69, lives in
Bristol, Vt., where she is an elementary school
teacher.

1970

Linda B. Dailey, BS '70, is a substitute teacher
for the South Redford School District in Red
ford, Mich.
Olin J. Shrock, BS '70, MA '75, teaches at the
Tappan School in the Detroit Public School
System.

Robert J. Updegraff,
MBA '71, is director
markeiing for the
Carter A.utomotive
Division of ACF In
dustries, Inc. Upde
graff, who lives in
Southfield, Mich., plans
and directs domestic
and
international �
marketing and sales.

I

Karen DeGolia Weber, BS '71, received a com
mendation from the Norfolk, (Va.) Police Depart
ment for her efforts as coordinator for the ci
ty's Family Sexual Trauma team. The Trama
Team assists victims of incest and child abuse,
and Norfolk's police chief called Weber's
achievements "a great asset to the citizens of
Norfolk." She has lived in nearby Virginia Beach
for the past four years.
JoAnne Flax, BS '72, is a teacher living and
working in Coram, N. Y.
Michael J. Magielski, BS '72, is a pharmacist liv
ing in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Pauline Vanacker, BS '72, is a teacher at the
Developmental Center in Monroe, Mich.
Patricia Zajkowski, BS '72, MA '80, lives in
Allen Park, Mich., and is a substitute teacher
for Wyandotte Public Schools.
Marjorie Ann Beck, BS '73, earned a Master of
Science degree in education from Niagara Univer
sity in May 1983.

John C. Davidek, BS '71, MA '75, completed
a program of studies at the Religion Studies
Center of Indiana University.
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John Garlick, BS '73, has a private dental prac
tice in White Cloud, Mich. He Jives in nearby
Big Rapids.

Teaching third-graders keeps Nancy Lossing,
MA '76, very busy these days. She teaches at the
McDonald School in Dearborn, Mich.

Richard C. Hoffheins Jr., BME '73, is living and
working in Heidelberg, Germany. Hoffheins and
his wife Jan work for the U.S. government and
plan to be in Germany for three years. He works
in personnel administration for the Department
of Defense.

Nancy D. Mate, BS '76, is teaching in the Pinck
ney Community Schools and lives in neighbor
ing Howell, Mich.

Susan Leonard, BS '74, is resident branch
manager of Kelly Services, Inc. in Mount
Clemens, Mich. She lives in Birmingham.
The "Land Down Under" is home for Marsha
(Yercelli) McDonald, BS '74. She lives in
Australia and teaches for the Melbourne Depart
ment of Education. She makes her home in Glen
Waverley.

George R. Olson, BBA '76, lives in Cheboygan,
Mich., where he is a gymnastics coach.
Robert G. Quattro, MBA '76, is manager of
laboratories at the University of Michigan's
Dearborn campus.
David G. Rickard, BFA, '76, is a free-lance
photographer and illustrator in Bayside, N.Y.
Timothy J. Skotak, BBA '76, is an internal
auditor for Flint Ink Corporation in Redford
Township, Mich. He lives in Canton.

Patricia (Dupree) Stigall, BS '74, is teaching up
north in Anchorage, Alaska. We certainly hope
she is surviving the long winters.

Howard D. Smith, MA '76, is retired from a
teaching career. Smith currently is taking it easy
in St. Clair Shores, Mich.

William Blakemore, BS '75, is athletic director
of Lely High School in Naples, Fla.

Deborah Strong, MA '76, is a special education
teacher at the York Woods Center in Ypsilanti.
She also lives in Ypsilanti, keeping close contact
with her alma mater.

Gerald S. Perrin, BS '75, teaches in the Macomb
Intermediate School District and Jives in War
ren, Mich.
After spending eight years spinning records as
a radio disc jockey, Alan G. Urbansk, BS '75,
has changed career directions. He is now work
ing in sales and marketing for an electronics com
pany that specializes in hospital communications,
security and fire detection systems. He lives in
San Diego, Calif.
Rande J. Wilson, BS '75, developed and
authored a unique Downtown Development Plan
in the city of St. Ignace, Mich., which has led
to an archeological exploration. Beneath the
present city of St. Ignace (pop. 3,000) lies an
older city-a mission for Huron and Ottawa In
dians inhabited from 1671 to the early 1 700s
-which was excavated and restored.
David Fields, MA '76, recently published a book
dealing with his experiences while growing up in
rural Alabama. The book-Growing Up in a
Rural Setting--<letails the personal struggle one
faces when moving from a rural setting to the
big city. Vista Publications of Cornwall, Ontario
(Canada), published the work, which describes
Field's experiences with poverty, racial attitudes,
crime and other aspects of big city life. Fields
has been working as a field agent with the
Michigan Department of Corrections for the past
ten years.
Dennis L. Kiewitt, MA '76, is living and teaching
in the Michigan community of Swartz Creek.

Peter H. Hubbard, BS '77, completed three
months of officer training school in San An
tonio, Texas, and is a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air
Force. He is working toward a degree in elec
trical engineering at the Air Force Institute of
Technology, which is located at Wright
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
Doug Romanski, BBA '77, is a sales engineer for
the Garret Corporation's Airesearch Division in
Southfield, Mich. He lives in nearby West
Bloomfield.
Christine A. Burt, BS '78, is a paralegal for
Commercial Union Insurance Company in
Boston, Mass. She also has started her second
year of legal study at Boston's New England
School of Law.
Kathleen H. Dussaq, BBA '78, is a CPA with
Sovran Ltd., a firm in Williamsville, N. Y.
Dussaq lives in Orchard Park.
Doris Fillion, BS '78, is a registered nurse liv
ing and working in Ann Arbor.
Dale E. Heyd/au/!, BS '78, lives in Annandale,
Va., but commutes to the nation's capitol to
fulfill his duties as a United States Representative
for the state of Illinois.
Elizabeth Hickman, MA '78, has settled in the
Detroit Suburb of Livonia. She teaches at the
Roosevelt School of the Livonia Public School
System.

Gayle (Daly) Huddlestone, BS '78, is teaching
in Farmington, Utah. She lives in Salt Lake Ci
ty and works for the Davison School District.
Lisa Korb, BS '78, MA '81, teaches at the
Monroe Jr. High School. She lives in Ann Arbor.
Managing an Osco Drug store is keeping Ellen
Manis, BBA '78, busy. She lives in Lafayette,
Ind., and works in nearby West Lafayette.
Paula Aichler, BS '79, lives in Newport, Mich.,
and teaches at St. Joseph School in Maybee.
Judith M. Black, BBA '79, BS '82, is a registered
nurse living in Monroe, Mich.
Frederick W. Eschenburg, BS '79, is a minister
for the Franklin Federated Church in Franklin,
Vt.
Sandra L. Gill, BBA '79, is a computer analyst
for Burroughs Corp. in Irvine, Calif. She lives
in Newport Beach.
Ann Marie (Ye/ick) Schuck, BS '79, is a
registered nurse and works at the Humana
Hospital in San Antonio, Texas.
Linda Ann Zitzewitz, BFA '79, is a graphic ar
tist for The Source newspaper in Utica, Mich.

1980
Frances (O'Callaghan) Bachor, BBE '80, teaches
at Ladywood High School in Livonia, Mich. She
Jives in Farmington.
Teaching middle schoolers in Elkhart, Kansas,
is keeping Rosemary Coles, BS '80, occupied.
She works at the Elkhart Middle School.
Dennis J. Griess, BA '80, is a technical writer
for Superior Design Co. in Austin, Texas.
Jeffrey William Hale, BFA '80, is teaching art
and working as an artist in Bradenton, Fla.
Kathleen (Damioli) Hughes, BS '80, works at
Herman Hospital in Houston, Texas, as an oc
cupational therapist.
Walter F. Jarvis, -BS '80, is a registered nurse.
He Jives in Chelsea, Mich., a small community
west of Ypsilanti.
Marilyn Kay Kegler, BS '80, is a teacher and
coach Jiving and working in Marble Falls, Texas.
Deckerville, Mich. is home for David A.
Langdon, MA '80. Langdon is a vocational
machine shop instructor at the Sanilac Career
Center in Peck, Mich.
Dennis Lockhart, BBA '80, is working as an ac
countant and living in Silver Spring, Md.
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Paul Migel, BBA '80, works for the accounting
firm of Touche-Ross in Denver, Colo. Prior to
taking this position, Migel was vice president of
Colorado State University's graduate accoµnting
society.
Kathleen Mueler, BS '80, is a speech therapist
for the Perth County Board of Education in
Stratford, Ontario.
Russel W. Nelson, MA '80, is director of
research at the Center for Behavioral Medicine
in Rockville, Md. When not involved in research,
Nelson relaxes at his home in Silver Spring.
Wayne Parker, BS '80, graduated from the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in May
1983. The seminary is located in Louisville, Ky.,
and offers master's and doctorate degrees in
philosophy, theology, music and education.
Nancy 8. Powers, BS '80, is teaching in the Lone
Star State. She lives and works in Humble,
Texas.
Lois Ann Salvas, BS '80, is teaching in northern
Michigan. She holds class in St. Ann School in
Cadillac.
Brenda Sanders, BS '80, is doing social work at
the Grant-Blackford Developmental Center in
Marion, Ind. She lives in Swayzee.
Mary Burger, BS '81, teaches emotionally im
paired students in Cleveland Heights, Ohio.

Kathleen O 'Brien, BS '81, is an occupational
therapist in Canton, Ohio.
James Patterson, MA '81, is a Ph.D. candidate
at the University of Arizona in Tuscon. He works
for the university's speech communication
department and is an instructor at Pima College.
Karen Scimeca, BS '81, is a substitute teacher
living in Southfield, Mich.
David Snabes, BFA '81, is a licensed builder liv
ing and working in Farmington Hills, Mich.
Millie lachelt, BS '82, is a registered nurse liv
ing in Allen Park, Mich. She works as a visiting
nurse for Michigan Cancer Foundation Services,
Inc. of Detroit.
Martha lippit, BS '82, lives and teaches pre
schoolers in St. Paul, Minn.
Mark Theobald, BS '82, is teaching junior high
math and coaching basketball in the Southwest
School District near Cincinnati, Ohio.
Yueh-Sha Huang, MA '83, is a programmer/
analyst I in University Computing at EMU. She
assists in the analysis, design and implementa
tion of new systems and writes and maintains
computer programs.

IN MEMORIAM
Grace (Gardner) Allinson, BA '16
3/6/83, Muncie, Ind.
Margaret Ederle, LCT ' 1 1
8/82, Battle Creek, Mich.
Marion Henderson, '49
5/9/83, Yale, Mich.
Elinor King, '51
1 1 /82, St. Ignace, Mich.
Esther Lundbom, '43
l / 1 6/83, Essexville, Mich.
Te:esa Merril, '07
3/29/83, St. Johns, Mich.
Marie O 'Dell, '13
8/13/82
Gertrude H. Rohn, '64
6/82, Nunica, Mich.
Mary (Graham) Steimle, BS '17, MA '53
4/83, San Jose, Calif.
James M. Trudell, BS '67, MA '72
Plymouth, Mich.
Marion (Thompson) Upson, 'I 7
6/7/83, Dallas, Texas
Norma Weilman, LCT '21
Ida, Mich.

laura Seager-Baddeley, MA '83, won the top
Hopwood Area Award in creative writing in a
contest held at EMU last spring. She took the
honor with her short story "Martin's Project. "

Amy Burke, BA '81, teaches emotionally im
paired children at the Children's Home in
Stockton, Calif. She recently earned a Master of
Arts degree in speech education from the Univer
sity of the Pacific.

............. . ...... ........... . . . .... . .... . .......... . . ..................... . ... .:

Carolyn Virginia Cashmore, BS '81, is living in
the Peach State. She is an occupational therapist
and lives in Marietta, Ga.

Awards, civic activities, promotions, residence changes, marriages, births, deaths and other
events which are an important part of your life are important to us, too. We want to keep
you informed and let your former classmates know what you're up to these days. Just send •
us your news for a future inclusion in Eastern Today Class Notes.

What's Happening?

Mary Ann Dornfeld, BS '81, has found a home
in scenic Colorado. She is a teacher residing in
Estes Park.

Name__________ _________Degrees and Years _______

James Frey, BS '81, is a salesman for Superior
Printing Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa. He lives in War
ren, Ohio.

Address _

Tracy Neeman, BS '81, is business manager of
the Great American Children's Theater in
Milwaukee, Wis. She lives in Whitefish Bay.

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_ ________ If new address check here D '

Phone ______ Spouse's name if alum
I'd like my former classmates to know (please attach separate sheet):

' Please mail to:
Office of Alumni Relations
202 McKenny Union
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

:
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_

City_____________ State _____________Zip ____

Judy luranc, BS '81, is a registered occupational
therapist and works for the St. Michael's
Association for Special Education in St.
Michaels, Ariz.
Amanda Murphy, BBA '81, works in Detroit's
Renaissance Center for the accounting firm of
Arthur Anderson & Co. Murphy, a CPA, lives
in the Detroit suburb of West Bloomfield.

_

WHY NOT SEND A PICTURE TOO?
Please send only black and white
glossy head shots. Photos will be
returned upon request.

... . ... ................ .................. ..... .... ......... ..... . ... .............
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Get the shadows.

.

.

..

Get the movement.
Kodacolor VR
200 film.

Get the picture.

I n trod u c i n g new
Kodacolor Y R 200
film, the new, versa- .
tile color print film
from Kodak. It gives
you clear, bri l l i a n t
colo r a l o n g with a
new, higher speed, so
you won't miss a
shot-even if the light
changes or someone
moves u nexpectedly.
You'll get all those
�eat pictures if you
$et the right film . . .
' new Kodacolor Y R 200.

Life never looked
so good.

